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About This Game

Trigonarium is a hardcore twin-stick shooter for fans of challenging arcade gaming. Fight your way through multitudes of
enemy formations in constantly shifting battle arenas to face the colossal level bosses.

Original campaign, a 3 world arcade mode to introduce you to the world of Trigonarium

Ultimate campaign, a 5 world super intense experience to push your skills to the limit

Challenge modes for quick play sessions

Local 2 player cooperative play available for all modes
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Note: The game can be played with keyboard or mouse/keyboard combination, but a controller is highly recommeded!
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I loved this game as a kid and had beat it several times and I remember it being a fairly buggy game but on steam it is virtually
unplayable (almost entirely due to one jumping bug) for several early levels. I really like this game but would also like to be able
to actualy progress in the story.. I do not recommend this game. It was given to me as a gift. It freezes a lot, and when it does
work, it's not fun anyways.. Awesome! One of the funnest experiences I've had in VR so far. I have so much more respect for
Iron Man after playing this. Controls are on point and I have a ton of fun each time I fire it up. The only thing it lacks is more
players for multiplayer, but the devs are working to add AI bots last I heard.. Stories of Bethem is quite a charming game. The
gameplay compares well to old Zelda games like Link to the Past. You are without a sword, though, and all your abilities use
mana instead making mana management important. The abilities\/spells you aquire are interesting, they add new fighting
mechanics, and unlock new areas for you to explore in both new and already explored maps. Exploration always feels important
and rewarding.

Pros:

Fun exploration

Quality puzzles

Unique abilities

Great level design

Nice, coherent art-style

Great post-release supportCons:

Mediocre writing

Slow natural mana regeneration. The Amber throne takes place in a mostly drying desert land. The Red
kingdom, the kingdom of the humans seek the titular throne. They are not alone in this pursuit, the Sehr
empire made up of lizard people is also in the running. The last one in this contest is our playable
character Arra the daughter of the last knowamber god , tasked by her father to destroy the throne.

The game\u2019s theme centers on the weakness of the heart, to always seek the most easy and
comfortable even to the point that it will hurt ourselves. This is showcased in the use of racism, over
obsession of a pursuit or in holding on to stagnant views or ideas. As such the game has a somber or
melancholy tone to it.

As for the members of your party, other than talking about the plot points, do not have an active role in
game. In some cases they are interchangeable as they repeat the dialogue.. That was disappointing since
you don\u2019t see much of them other than that. The supporting characters are mostly there for the
sake of plot progression and in some cases world building. The minor characters, other than a few
eccentric shop keeps are not much to behold. All of the game\u2019s antagonists in one form or a another
embodies the theme of the game than any other character in the game.

Despite the main cast not being at the forefront, the interesting setting and the story and ideas that take
place in it make up for that.

In turns of looks, there is not much to say and that is said in a good way. What you see in the steam
screenshots is what you get in the entire game: hand drawn beauty.The amount of detail especially in the
non-in game cutscenes just takes your breath away.

The character animation might have anywhere from one to five frames of animation, which give them a
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point and click charm. Environmental animation are seen a handful of times, otherwise the game is just
a beautiful painted picture. Only down side to the amination is during battle, the party members do have
animation for all their actions during battle but, foes will only get stance changes with a few bosses
getting non-in game cutscenes for their attacks. It should be noted this reviewer is not a student of
animation so take what is said here with a grain of salt.

Due to only having a few rpgmaker games under my belt I can\u2019t say for sure what sound is only to
this game and what is shared along with all rpgmaker games. In this reviewer\u2019s time in the game,
the sounds did not break the immersion.

When you start up the game, the gorgeous art greets you with a non-in game cutscenes. Along with that is
the equally wonderful music. This is the type of music that is heard more often in good standard jrpgs.
Along with the visuals, this haunted melody invites you to open and relax your heart for an experience
that won\u2019t be forgotten anytime soon. Jasmine Cooper is a gem of a composer; let us hope we will
hear more from them in the future. Goldwood Forest and Goldwood Forest Engaged are great highlights.

It is fair to say the game\u2019s presentation being one of it\u2019s strongest parts.

The game was made with the keyboard control in mind and since the title screen has a button to show
what the controls are for the keyboard, this part of the review shall put more time to talking about
controls for the use of a controller, particularly for the 360 controller since this was use in the review.
The B button is used for menu and cancelling, the X button is to confirm an action or to pick and talk to
someone\/interact, for the last button the A button just has to be hold down to run and finally the upper
right control stick is to move. There is no way to change the output. It should be advised to put the
controller in the the PC before starting up the game. While it is possible to use the keyboard in the
middle of the game with a controller in, the other way is not while the game is running.

The world map is small and will get even smaller if a certain side quest is done. However the game will
use this to it\u2019s advantage by occasionally changing the map. Other than something that is between
the player and the next plot point, the world map holds small places for side quests, world building and
some items.

Towns while visually distinct just hold the usual set of items, weapons, armors and inns. Sometimes they
have items and other kinds of shops you can find there, but that is about it. While you can talk to the
people in the towns and there are some you can give items to, the only place that can be entered are for
plot and the above mentioned standard buying stuff.

Dungeons are just a chance to take in more of the art with just more battles. The most that happens was
to go one way or the other to fight a mini boss to progress. The last dungeon being the one to be
somewhat different.

Battles, like many things in the game, felt like they are just there to serve the art and the story. It may
not be as simple as press A to win, but the player can be left with wanting more. Here is how the battles
work. There are six types of attack: slash, pierce,blunt, blast and the only two elements, fire and
lightning. Some party members have the exclusive ownership of ether fire or lightning. Party members
also have an attack type as a default attack.They can get other attack types in the form of skill which can
be unlock by leveling up and getting skill points. You damage your foes with their weaknesses in two
ways, standard and stance. Standard is well standard weakness the enemy have in general while stance
damage will happen when a target is in a certain stance. Upon doing so will result in the opponent
changing to a stance that will do more damage to the party, but will leave them in a more vulnerable
state. This may not always occur and other types of non-weaknesses attacks may be needed in order to
get that stance change. In battle the turn order can be seen. The most utility this seem to have is trying to
figure out when one of the three party members would attack.

Over the course of two playthroughs, it was possible to get by using powerful non-weakness attacks. The
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above mentioned battle system, gives this game another thing to stand out from other rpgs, just not
enough to call it one of the game\u2019s strengths. Other games such as Skybore or Chrono Trigger can
give players a better time with their battles.

Some last minute nit picks and things that could not fit anywhere else: keeping your party's equipment
up to date was little pace slowing in an otherwise good paced game. This was very apparent near the end
game. Crafting while nice to have as a option, could not as used as much as I like due to the scarcity of
needed items to use. While there was nothing that made it to the point of exploit or sequence break there
were times I could go to parts of places that should not be possible and sometimes Arra can move a bit
before a game cutscene can kick in. There were two major bugs that put the game to a standstill. One
occured at the end of sunken city. After the boss battle and the cutscene that follow when I open the
menu the screen behind it want black and stayed that way after the menu close. This happen two times in
both playthroughs. The second one happen in the middle of a boss battle that takes place before heading
to the final dungeon. During that battle the game crashed. The more minor bugs was when I tried to go to
the title screen the game just crashed.This did not happen all the time but, it happen often enough that I
stop counting after the eighth time.

There are some nooks and crannies that are yet to be uncovered so if you are looking for a heartfelt
experience rather than a challenge to overcome with a interesting story that takes place in a thought out
world then this game is a good game to get.
. Good. I like cutting the apex, and if you select the second 1st person camera, so not the static 1st one,
but the one that makes you feel like you are realy on a motorcycle, its makes it great to ride an realy look
in the corners. by the way, if you select the rain option it rains!! i mean it rains man!!. Its got MotoGP,
Rooky cup, moto 2 and moto 3, all with diferent bike's and riders, so lots to select, and al the tracks. you
can select diverent weather tipes. and lots more. fisics are good.
i think it is a best buy.. es un juego muy entretenido. vale justo lo que es. si quieren darle una mirada
pueden hacerlo tranquilamente, es entretenido y cumple con su proposito... fin. The game is probably an
experiment on how well received a sound-oriented puzzle game could be.

It has little to none instructions, so you have to figure out things on your own.

The world is never explained, but the devs succeed in creating a very calm, lonely atmosphere in which I
appreciate.

Plus it's free.

so

what is to complain?
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Catastrophic error crash!. This game is seriously addictive. Imagine Call of Duty, Borderlands, and Xcom had a intense gay
threeway: Thats what this game is but without the mess.
10/10 would lose their social lives again.. Prophet Drifting, a game where you can jump like the Hulk and crouch like Solid
Snake.. well, its optimized like crap but looks fun. Great bullet hell game!
Game is a real adrenaline rush with constant and intensive action.
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